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Hotel Information and Travel Directions 
 
We were not able to block a set of rooms - below is information on local hotels in the 
downtown DC area.  These hotels had rooms available as of October 12th. 
 
L Enfant Plaza Hotel 
480 L Enfant Plaza SW 
Washington, DC  20024 
202-484-1000 
Government Rate - $279 
 
Holiday Inn Washington-Capitol 
550 C Street SW 
Washington, DC  20024 
202-479-4000 
Government Rate - $201 
 
Residence Inn 
333 E Street SW 
Washington, DC  20024 
202-554-0260 
Government Rate - $201 (studio suite) 
 
JW Marriott Hotel on Pennsylvania Avenue 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Washington, DC  20004 
202-393-2000 
Government Rate - $201 
Rooms are available at the government rate for 11/28 and 11/29. 
For the night of 11/27, the only rooms they have go for $399/night. 
 
Courtyard by Marriott Convention Center 
900 F Street NW 
Washington, DC  20004 
202-638-4600 
Government Rate - $201 
 
Doubletree Hotel 
1515 Rhode Island Avenue 
Washington, DC  20005 
202-232-7000 
Government Rate - $269 
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DIRECTIONS TO HOTEL AND TO THE DOE FORRESTAL BUILDING 
 
1. Reagan National to Forrestal Area - Reagan National is a close-in airport. Taxi fare 
is approximately $10 to the downtown Washington area and the Forrestal Building. The 
Metro directly connects to this airport.  Take the yellow line to L’Enfant Plaza. 
 
2. Metro travel to the Forrestal Building – the “Smithsonian” station on the blue line 
and the “L’Enfant Plaza” station on the yellow line, are both convenient short walks to 
the Forrestal building. 
 
The line color for each train is prominently displayed on its side. To identify the correct 
train to take for any line, Metro riders should note the “last stop” sign displayed on the 
front of the train as it enters the station, which discloses the route of the train. The 
support columns on each platform list the remaining stops for the train headed in that 
direction. There you will find your intended station and the last stop for the route you are 
taking. 
 
PARKING 
Underground parking is free for visitors to the Forrestal Building on a space available basis; 
you will have to display your badge. Next day parking can be reserved at 202-586-8602 
beginning at 8:00 a.m. the day before. You will need to provide your name, license 
number, the make of your car (for rentals, car-identification requirements are waived), and 
the reason for needing a space. Mention that you're attending the Radiation Protection 
Workshop and that your point of contact is Mr. Peter O'Connell or Mr. Joel Rabovsky at 
telephone extensions 301-903-5641 and 301-903-2135, respectively.  Please note that the 
visitor spaces go quickly. 
 
Vehicle access to the building is on the corner of 12th Street and Independence Avenue.  Upon 
entering the garage the visitor spots are immediately on the right.  Because space is at a 
premium, the cars are positioned bumper-to-bumper and you must leave your keys with the 
attendant.  
 
Parking is also available at a commercial lot on 12th Street near Independence, close to the 
DOE parking entrance. The cost is approximately $14 for all-day parking. 
 
 


